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ABSTRACT
Electroencephalographic monitoring provides critical
diagnostic and management information about patients
with epilepsy and seizure mimics. Admission to an
epilepsy monitoring unit (EMU) is the gold standard for
such monitoring in major medical facilities worldwide.
In many countries, access can be challenged by limited
resources compared to need. Today, triaging admission
to such units is generally approached by unwritten
protocols that vary by institution. In the absence of
explicit guidance, decisions can be ethically taxing and
are easy to challenge. In an effort to address this gap,
we propose a two-component approach to EMU triage
that takes into account the unique landscape of epilepsy
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Clinicians triage patients in medicine every day.1
Guidance on best practices serves to eliminate bias
and increase trust in the delivery of healthcare in
both routine and challenging circumstances.1 The
management of patients with epilepsy represents a
major pressure on resource allocation in healthcare
and could benefit significantly from a tightening
of care processes.2–5 Indeed, the epilepsy literature
increasingly advocates for early referral of patients
with drug-
resistant epilepsy (DRE) to dedicated
epilepsy centres for resource-
intensive, continous
video-
EEG monitoring and potential life-
saving
surgical intervention. Additionally, timely epilepsy
monitoring unit (EMU) spell characterisation allows
for harm reduction through the discontinuation of
potentially unnecessary treatments and promotes
beneficence through improved patient access to
alternate diagnosis-specific treatments in the event
that epilepsy is disproven. Accompanying strategies
to inform wait list management protocols and triage
have not been formalised. EMU wait lists are often
adopted passively, out of need and with limited
resources to allocate towards process improvements. Until epilepsy resources are available to

meet demand, strategic and principled guidance
can beneficially inform responses to inequalities,
risks and benefits to patients, and differing societal
values.1

ETHICS CHALLENGES UNIQUE TO EPILEPSY
MONITORING UNITS

Epilepsy is a global concern, with a high societal
cost that is concentrated in the approximately one
in three patients who have uncontrolled seizures
seizure medicadespite adequate trials of anti-
tions.6–8 Access to surgical therapy, which offers
up to a 50%–80% rate of freedom from disabling
seizures for patients with focal-onset DRE, features
particularly tight EMU bottlenecks that can result
in major diagnostic and subsequent treatment
delays.4 7 9 10 In one study that compared two
epilepsy centres in Canada and Mexico, the average
wait time from first epilepsy consult to videoelectroencephalographic (EEG) was reported as 15.1
months and 27.4 months in Canadian and Mexican
centres, respectively.11 A cross-sectional study of all
EMUs in Saudi Arabia reported an average wait time
of 11 weeks for EMU evaluation.12 Unlike other
wait times in epilepsy care pathways, such as time-
to-
referral or access to neurosurgical resources,
epileptologists can directly control the management
of EMU wait lists, providing a key opportunity for
agency.
Evaluation for epilepsy surgery often requires
admission to a specialised, resource-
intensive
inpatient EMU for continuous video-EEG monitoring. Costs vary between healthcare systems; in
the USA, they average USD$35000–USD$40000
for a single evaluation.13 Although EMUs are
expensive to operate, they are the gold standard
for localising seizures, distinguishing seizures
from their mimics and optimising treatment.14 In
addition, EMU evaluation is considered an ethically permissible alternative to the use of induction techniques for confirming a diagnosis of
psychogenic non-epileptiform seizures (PNES).15
Delays to diagnosis of PNES are common and lead
to many adverse outcomes including increased
risk of medication side effects such as teratogenicity and cognitive impairment, unnecessary
intubation and intensive care unit admission and
reduced likelihood of remission.16–18 If implemented appropriately, EMU monitoring results in
improved patient care and cost savings overall.19 20
EMU admission is also safer and more useful in
capturing spells than bedside video-
EEG monitoring.14 EMU monitoring is not always necessary,
however, there may be reasonable alternatives for
certain patient populations, such as ambulatory
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Table 1

Illustrative cases observed at Vancouver General Hospital, British Columbia, Canada (2019 to present)

Clinical course
Observational case 1: Rare seizures and enthusiasm for surgery
Longstanding non-lesional focal epilepsy
Rare breakthrough seizures on antiseizure medications
Medication intolerance
Unable to drive
Severe depression
Keen to undergo surgery
Clinical suspicion for focal epilepsy that may respond to surgery

Medicoethical issues
Psychosocial suffering despite low seizure burden
Low seizure frequency predicts longer monitoring time (prolonged EMU admission)
Use of potentially harmful seizure provocative manoeuvres such as sleep deprivation and
medication withdrawal is expected
Potential for curative surgery

Observational case 2: Psychogenic non-epileptiform seizures (PNES) with high morbidity and lack of mental health follow-up
Functional neurological disorder and longstanding structural focal epilepsy
Prior EMU evaluation documenting PNES as primary cause of disability, yet interictal
epileptiform discharges correspond to structural abnormality seen on MRI
Not an optimal surgical candidate unless PNES first better controlled
Inconsistent history with limited collateral suggests high morbidity with multiple
different spell types occurring daily
Failed maximal medical management
No acceptance of PNES diagnosis with lack of longitudinal mental health follow-up

High seizure burden predicts shorter duration of EMU admission
Diagnostic uncertainty: PNES versus epilepsy
Need to repeat EMU evaluation with limited utility
Lack of further medical management options
Limited downstream resources for mental health and stressor management

Observational case 3: Preadmission mortality due to service not accessed in time
Longstanding history of focal-onset DRE
Lack of patient and physician autonomy in obtaining urgent admission
Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy while on EMU wait list for presurgical evaluation Limited ability for patient to advocate for self
Childcare and socioeconomic factors limit ability to attend appointments and comply with
medications
Uncertainty of potential benefit of EMU admission
Possibly preventable loss of life
DRE, drug-resistant epilepsy; EMU, epilepsy monitoring unit.

continuous EEG and prolonged video-
EEG monitoring in
different outpatient or inpatient circumstances. Indeed,
many factors must be considered when allocating EMU beds
to patients with varied contexts, as illustrated by the clinical
examples in table 1.
To date, limited attention has been paid to the complex ethical
decisions surrounding who should get the next available EMU
bed. The combination of the opportunity for epileptologists to
better manage triage to EMU and complex issues pertaining to
resource allocation provide the foundation for our present focus
on time-to-EMU admission.

Towards a principled ethics model for the EMU

We performed an extensive search of the peer reviewed literature in the Google Scholar and PubMed databases for publications pertaining to ethical issues surrounding triage in neurology
broadly and EMUs specifically. Search terms were triage,
rationing, resource allocation, justice, wait list management,
distributive justice and variations on these in combination with
epilepsy, epilepsy monitoring and neurology. We performed a
further search on triage in emergency medicine, critical care,
disaster and military medicine, infectious disease, surgery, transplant medicine, nephrology and psychiatry to inform the development of our model.
Themes common to triage across the literatures were the
importance of infrastructure for accountability in triage,21–24
benefits of explicit clinical guidelines and institutional protocols
for promoting cooperation and limiting human error in triage
decisions,1 21 25 and the sheer complexity of effective triage decisions.26–28 The three principles of prioritarianism, utilitarianism
and justice dominate the literature we examined, in particular
on resource allocation of organs for transplant.26 We applied
the strategic themes and three principles to the two-component
ethics approach for EMU triage illustrated in figure 1 and further
elaborated in table 2.
2

Strategic targets for EMU triage infrastructure
The triage literature shows how protocols express the values
of society at large and allow for effective resource utilisation
to reduce the burden of long wait lists that can lead to further
medical complications and multilevel costs.1 Dedicated time
and resources to support this process are required to facilitate
accountability and allow improvements. Wait lists are deceptive.25 While they are often regarded as straightforward administrative tools that do not need significant attention, in reality,
they represent a complex interplay of administrative, clinical
and ethical factors.25
The first component of the proposed EMU triage approach,
therefore, involves an explicit commitment to three strategic
targets: (1) accountability to the patient and the public; (2)
engagement of clinicians and hospital administration supported
by objective metrics and (3) empowerment of dedicated wait list
managers.23 29 30
Accountability: Accountability towards patients and the public
fosters transparency and eliminates real and perceived bias
where possible. It requires specific attention to patient literacy
and respect for patient autonomy. Alongside the necessary
focus on risk and benefit in consent, transparency about wait
lists, including patient location on the list, wait time targets,29
anticipated wait time and built-in procedures for reassessment
and even patient-
initiated or family-
initiated appeals define
improved, if not true, accountability. Through an enhanced
consent process, patients may also better express their accountability towards physicians in accepting the EMU evaluation
when a bed becomes available.
Engagement: Improvements in wait list management infrastructure require the integral involvement of both clinicians and
hospital programme managers.29 One of the greatest barriers to
improving wait list management is the often competing interests
between managers and physicians. Organisational and systemic
factors can exacerbate these tensions.31 Objective external
Randhawa J, et al. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/medethics-2020-107147
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Figure 1 A two-component ethics approach for triage to the Epilepsy Monitoring Unit (EMU) setting.

review and regular auditing of EMU statistics are expected to
lead to beneficial improvements in both philosophy towards, as
well as management of, triage decisions; hence, better engagement of key stakeholders.
Dedicated wait list management: Centralised oversight is
essential to ensure the integrity and efficiency of triage protocols at all levels. This can be achieved by dedicating wait list
managers to the task to evaluate patients for changes in their
condition, maintain contact with them, assess their engagement
in the process, ensure their continuity of care and determine
available epilepsy centre resources. They can also offer EMU
alternatives where appropriate.32–34 One study reported that
by appointing an epilepsy surgery nurse manager who initiated
process improvement interventions, patient flow through each
stage of the presurgical pathway following EMU evaluation
increased by as much as 96%.9

Principles for EMU wait list triage

Prioritarianism: The principle of prioritarianism in the context
of epilepsy supports the allocation of scarce resources to patients
with the most severe conditions as they will have a worse prognosis if left untreated.23 Defining the sickest for the EMU setting,
however, is not a trivial task. Observational case 1 illustrates that
patient suffering can be independent of seizure frequency and
severity given the psychosocial burden of epilepsy. That said,
seizure frequency is associated with greater morbidity and even
mortality.35 Surrogates of this metric may include frequency of
Randhawa J, et al. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/medethics-2020-107147

rescue medication use and the number of emergency department visits for breakthrough seizures. However, frequency of
spells alone is inadequate to characterise the worst off without
also considering the degree of event-related disability. Increased
seizure severity, as characterised by drop attacks, generalised
tonic-clonic seizures or status epilepticus, incurs higher risk of
irreversible neurological compromise, serious injury and even
death, adding weight to prioritisation. As such, case 2 would
be prioritised over case 1 based on the frequency and severity
of seizures.
An additional or alternative approach to prioritising seizure
frequency and severity is to use age as a proxy for disease
severity.26 Seizure-related disability in early life can shape long
term life-impacting decisions surrounding education, relationships, work and quality of life. Unlike factors such as gender or
race, accounting for age in triage decisions can further promote
fairness in decision making.36 37 However, age cannot be the
main consideration here as case 3 was the oldest in years among
the patients in the cases, and likely would have benefited most
from the EMU evaluation.
Utilitarianism: Utilitarianism helps to ensure that available
treatment measures are used maximally for those patients who
are most likely to benefit from them, particularly when resources
are finite and there are limitations in management options in
a given healthcare environment. The utilitarian principle highlights outcomes that can be measured in total life-years saved
3
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Table 2

Example questions to guide a multiprincipled ethics approach to EMU triage

Principles

Questions to consider for EMU triage

Prioritarianism
Who needs it the most?

What is the current frequency of seizures?
How often are rescue medications needed?
How often are emergency department visits?
Have there been prior episodes of status epilepticus and/or seizure-related ICU admissions?
How disabled is the patient by their seizures?
Do seizures entail impaired awareness or loss of consciousness?
Are there generalised tonic-clonic seizures?
Are there seizure-related falls and/or other injuries?
Are there ictal or postictal behaviours that cause significant risk of injury or social disability, such as psychosis or aggression?
What is the patient’s age?
Is there potential for a life-changing outcome?
How longstanding is the epilepsy?
How many years of functioning in society could be realistically expected for this patient?
What kinds of epilepsy surgery are available should the patient be found to be a surgical candidate?
What kinds of mental health services are available in the event of a diagnosis of PNES?
What is the patient’s level of engagement in their health and the process?
What are the patient’s comorbidities and baseline functions?
How many dependants does the patient have who would be affected by the EMU outcome?
Will the patient be likely to work and/or achieve a higher level of functioning?
Is this a repeat EMU evaluation, and if so, what would be the likelihood of a change in the original conclusion?
Is there an EMU alternative that would achieve a similar or better outcome?

Utilitarianism
Who benefits the most?

Justice
How can equality be promoted?

How long has the patient been waiting for EMU admission?
Are seizures currently the patient’s biggest problem?
Is the patient marginalised as a result of their epilepsy?
Are there additional factors contributing to stigma/bias against this patient, such as low socioeconomic status, racial or cultural
considerations?
Is the patient unable to advocate for themselves?
Is the patient applying disproportionate pressure on the care team for sooner admission?
Does the patient’s physician have another specific reason for admitting them sooner?

EMU, epilepsy monitoring unit; ICU, intensive care unit; PNES, psychogenic non-epileptiform seizures.

or quality-adjusted life-years.1 26 In the proposed model, utilitarianism is balanced with prioritarianism for initially triaging
patients. Essentially, the frequency and severity of the seizure
events informs the priority of patient triage to the EMU,38 39
thus achieving the objective of the admission and benefit. Case
2 would be expected to require a much shorter EMU evaluation
then case 1 given the higher frequency of seizures, maximising
overall utility of this resource.
At a minimum, the principle of utilitarianism states that
patients should not go on the wait list if there is little chance
of patient benefit from evaluation. EMU overutilisation is
prevented by applying this principle. Case 2 had a low likelihood
of benefit from admission and had already had a prior EMU
evaluation; case 3, therefore, would take precedence over case 2
despite the priority of case 2 based on patient suffering. Careful
balance of these first two principles further ensures that inequalities attributable to patient socioeconomic factors, administrative
restrictions or physician bias are checked.
Justice: The principle of justice brings impartiality of access
to EMU triage protocols by highlighting contextual patient
advocate.23 40 Indeed,
features, including their ability to self-
disregard of the full range of such factors listed in table 2 can
lead to unintended inequalities, such as prioritising patients
without cognitive dysfunction as they can advocate for sooner
admission. A principled and explicit focus on justice for EMU
triage over, for example, a lottery system,26 may also mitigate
corruption arising from socioeconomic, social supports and
education differences among wait listed patients.26 41 42 Case 3
had a delayed flow through the surgical evaluation EMU process
due to socioeconomic factors that limited the individual’s ability
to follow through with recommendations needed to expedite
4

timely assessment. Had this inequity been formally recognised at
the time of initial EMU wait listing, EMU admission for the other
two cases may not have taken precedence over the person with
financial disadvantage, limited social supports and low capacity
to self-advocate. We acknowledge that determining and defining
justice combined with formalising it operationally with objective
criteria for the EMU context is a daunting task. However, with
open discussion and opportunities for factor modification over
time, we believe that this goal can be reasonably achieved.43 44

PUTTING PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE

We have drawn on and interpreted literature on triage from
various fields of medicine to address a gap in neurology where
necessary EMU resources may fall short of need. The outcome is
an approach that emphasises infrastructure for overall strategy,
and ethics principles for decision making (figure 1). The focus
on infrastructure emphasises a commitment to wait list management, patient and public accountability, and clinician and administration engagement. The ethics endorse a combination of
priorities, utility and justice.
The degree of emphasis placed on priority versus utility may
be best individualised to a given centre’s resources and ability
to optimally manage patients psychologically, medically and
surgically. We note that lower resource programmes are likely
to benefit from a more utilitarian approach, whereas those with
higher resources can afford to more heavily weigh principles
of prioritisation. Prioritarianism must be balanced with other
principles as it ignores postdiagnosis treatment, prognosis and
future sickness. In the setting of an EMU admission, however,
it is often advisable to proceed with admission when a patient
is having frequent events. This allows the events to be captured
Randhawa J, et al. J Med Ethics 2021;0:1–6. doi:10.1136/medethics-2020-107147
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Table 3

Example scoring system to inform admission priority currently in use at the authors’ tertiary care adult epilepsy centre

Most disabling seizures

Status epilepticus: 4

Generalised convulsive seizures: 3

Focal impaired aware seizures: 2

Focal aware seizures: 1

Seizure frequency

Daily: 4

Weekly: 3

Monthly: 2

Yearly or less: 1

Falls

>50% of seizures: 4

30%–50% of seizures: 3

<30% of seizures: 2

A few falls or none: 1

Ictal/postictal
psychosis/behavioural
changes

Frequent (two or more times/
year) and severe life-threatening
aggression: 4

Rare severe life-threatening aggression Frequent and/or severe postictal
(<1/year): 3
behaviours that cause significant
social disability: 2

Rare and/or mild postictal
behaviours change or none: 1

Motivation for EMU
Patient is eager to follow through Patient is committed to follow through
outcome (ie, interest in
with surgical process or eager to surgical process or is committed to
surgery and/or mental health pursue psychiatric follow-up: 4
psychiatric follow-up: 3
attention)

Patient is uncertain if they would
have a surgical procedure if deemed
eligible or is uncertain if interested in
psychiatric follow-up with diagnostic
clarity: 2

Patient is uncertain if they
would have a surgical
procedure if deemed eligible or
is not interested in psychiatric
follow-up even with diagnostic
clarity: 1

Admission priority score: ____/20

7–12=medium

≤6=low

≥13=high

EMU, epilepsy monitoring unit.

quickly, thus minimising burden on both the patient and hospital
resources. Although the most severely affected patients may have
higher upfront resource requirements, the potential for overall
benefit is often higher as well. The sooner a patient is diagnosed
with epilepsy and/or PNES and treated for their condition,
regardless of age, the better their prognosis.16 45 Justice emphasises that, when all other factors are equal, patients who have
been waiting the longest are more appropriately served first. In
contrast, those who have connections, wealth or resources that
enable strong self-advocacy should not receive unfair advantage
due to such factors. Without explicit attention and controls in
place, such factors may otherwise easily override the above key
ethical principles.
While the concepts are complex and influencing factors multifactorial, any clinical triage tool that is likely to succeed with
effective application to practice requires simplification for ease
of EMU wait list generation, timely updating and longitudinal
management. Within this process, a given patient’s clinical
factors and a given centre’s resources are often dynamic over
time. Scoring systems can be considered to at least categorise
patients into high, medium and low priority groups. There
should be an emphasis on transparency and an expected incentive for quality improvement generated through a more organised capacity to study wait time targets, strengthening collective
clinician, administrator and patient engagement in the process.
Table 3 provides an example of the EMU triage scoring system
that the clinical nurse EMU wait list manager at our region’s
adult epilepsy centre applies prospectively and updates regularly,
guided by the model we have developed.
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CONCLUSION

There is a positive duty in neurology to adopt some explicit form
of ethical structure to EMU triage over the current state of the
art, which is largely none at all. The proposed strategic and principled approach to EMU triage is focused on a critical aspect of
the management pathway for patients with refractory epilepsy or
those who require spell characterization. It is unlikely that one
solution will fit all, but this practical two-component approach
is a starting point. Testing, refinement and revision of the model,
with consideration of its ethical, medical and financial impacts,
will bring out its potentially valuable strategic and principled
role in epilepsy monitoring settings around the world.
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